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A progressive income producing reflection token that gives holders
boundless automated revenue
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INTRODUCTION
I
Let's be honest, we got into cryptographic money since we need to
get rich. We are not in it to save a creature or two, nor are we in it to
give to admirable missions, and we surely are not in it in light of the
fact that the most extravagant individual on the planet cherishes a
specific variety of canine. The quicker you and I concede that we
are in it for the cash (and heaps of it), the quicker we can really act
to get it.
Sadly, the world of digital money is home to incalculable tricks and
bombed thoughts. Not all crypto fans accomplish their objectives,
and generally, they got less fortunate contrasted with when they
began. This is the truth we face when we go into crypto, particularly
memecoins, no uncertainties and buts about it.
We are burdened with the unenviable errand of finding for ourselves
if the following mint piece we put resources into is either the
treasure toward the finish of the rainbow we've been looking for, or
a currency that will kick the bucket a speedy passing, or, paradise
preclude, the following rugpull to add into our assortment of trick
coins. Wouldn't it be great to put resources into a coin that is 100%
rugpull free and that will give you automated revenue however long
you hold it?
People, we welcome you to join Project Illuminati
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ABSTRACT
II
Venture: ILU is the principal digital currency with a creative
speculation usecase the fundamental motivation behind which is to
search out consistent income sources, which thus, controls a
buyback motor incorporated into the agreement, just as a manual
buyback that means limitless $BUSD compensations to ILU Token
holders. A 15% duty will be charged for each purchase and sell
exchange. This will be allotted as follows: 8% for BUSD reflection,
1% Primary Manual Buyback, 2% for team Fund and Marketing
Wallet, lastly, 2% for Liquidity Pool. ILU additionally includes an
prevention for whale dumps that restricts the sale of ILU tokens to a
limit of 0.25% of the total supply.
This will deter crafty whales and dealers from controlling the cost of
the token and keep them from swing exchanging. The ILU
Ecosystem is imagined to be a progression of utilities with
certifiable worth and genuine reason. The idea is basic, pertinent,
and down to earth to give ILU holders an across the board DApp
and Dashboard intended to help them in dealing with their portfolio
continuously more productively, while simultaneously, make more
income streams and speculation openings for the holdersapparatuses that can set them up to accomplish independence from
the rat race.
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MISSION
III
A Token with a Purpose
Task: Illuminati token was started to furnish normal dealers with a
token intended to be a wellspring of genuine and enduring
automated revenue. We need to be known as the best token in the
Binance Smart Chain through our creative usecase and astonishing
commuity
At ILU, it is our objective that no holder will be abandoned. The
entire local area will be given instruments to bring in their cash
become much further. We expect to become rich all together, and
we can achieve this together
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FEATURES
IV
BUY BACK AND MARKETING WALLET
When you purchase and sell ILU tokens, 3% of said exchanges will
go to the Illuminatitoken Marketing Wallet. This asset will then, at
that point, be put resources into current or best in class crypto
projects that have immense potential through illuminati Wallets.
Further, we will likewise put resources into altcoins exchanging
different Crytocurrency Exchanges and furthermore in Forex
Trading. We will decide the very best roads for creating income
streams, and the pay from these ventures will then, at that point, be
utilized to buyback Tokens.
Simultaneously, the Marketing Wallet will be utilized to foster the
Illuminati token, inside and outside the crypto space. We will
execute a supported and forceful advertising system, which will
focus on the accompanying center regions:
1. Spreading the ILU Brand and Image
2. Unrelentless Hype and Traction Generation
3. Running Cross-Platform Ads and News Articles
4. Online Media Push through Sponsorships and Influencers
5. Research and development For Future ILU Intergrated Projects
and New Usecases
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FEATURES
IV
In any case, advertising won't be restricted to draw in new financial
backers. Part of the Marketing Wallet is reserved for local area
building and financial backer maintenance program. We accept that
make a devoted financial backer base as they will fill in as the firm
establishment of the undertaking. To boost the financial backers to
hold, we will lead drawing in local area challenges, rivalries, and
pool attracts with significant prizes to commend achievement
accomplishments. Basically, we won't become complacent and be
satisfied in making ILU Token the best coin in the BSC, we need to
be referred to as having the best local area also, without exception.
BUSD REWARDS
8% of each purchase and sell exchange is consequently converted
to all ILU tokens holders as BUSD tokens. Holders will get the
prizes hourly in their wallets.
BUYBACK
1% of badge of each exchange are gathered and changed over to
BNB and put in contract. This is reserved to physically buyback ILU
tokens straightforwardly from trades while eliminating bought tokens
for all time from the flowing inventory consequently making green
candles on the graph when the buyback is set off.
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LIQUIDITY POOL
2% of each buy and sell exchange is consequently added to the
Liquidity Pool. The liquidity pool is an instrument by which clients
can pool their resources in a brilliant agreement to give resource
liquidity to dealers to trade tokens, for example, ILU tokens to BNB
as well as the other way around. As the liquidity pool is continually
recharged, it gives dependability to the cost of the token.
ANTIWHALE SYSTEM
To debilitate deceitful exchanging exercises, we consolidated an
enemy of whale framework in our agreement. This framework
forestalls deal sums higher than 0.25% of the all out coursing
supply.
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TOKENOMICS
V
A total of 1 Trillion ILU Tokens will be made available for trade, with
the following allocation:
7.5% Private Sale
22.5% Presale
40% Pankaceswap
20% Liquidity
5% Team & Marketing
5% Inital Burn
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DRAFT DISCLAIMER: The Project: Illuminati token is currently in DRAFT form as the ecosystem continues to be rolled
out. This DRAFT contains forward-looking statements that relate to current expectations and views of the future of ILU.
Although the forward-looking statements contained in this DRAFT are based upon reasonable assumptions they are
subject to risks, uncertainties, and other factors which could cause actual results and performance to differ from
expectations expressed, implied, or perceived. Accordingly, prospective holders should not place undue reliance on
these forward-looking statements or information. Additionally, statements made within this document are subject to
change as the ecosystem continues to evolve and release. For any questions or support pertaining to any statements
made within this document please contact the team directly.
INVESTMENT DISCLAIMER: The information provided in this whitepaper is not investment advice, financial advice or
trading advice. It is recommended that you practice due diligence (including consultation with a professional financial
advisor before investing or trading securities and cryptocurrency.
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